Evolution of unique nano-cylindrical structure in poly(styrene-b-isoprene-b-styrene) prepared under "dynamic packing injection moulding".
This work reports the evolution of ordered nano-cylindrical structures in a thermoplastic elastomer, poly(styrene-b-isoprene-b-styrene) (SIS), utilizing a newly designed processing technique, so-called "dynamic-packing injection moulding". In this injection moulding technique, controlled oscillating shears with different shear cessation times under constant pressure were applied on the moulded samples during cooling. It was found that these additional controlled oscillating shears resulted in a change of orientation in skin-core structures in these samples, compared with corresponding "reference" samples processed via traditional injection moulding (without controlled oscillating shears). For the "reference" samples, a highly oriented PS cylindrical structure combined with relatively weak lateral ordering was observed in their skin layers, whereas the lateral ordering of the PS nano-cylinders gradually disappeared when entering the core region. On the other hand, for the SIS samples obtained via "dynamic-packing injection moulding", the orientation of the PS nano-cylinders in the skin layers was similar to the case of the "reference" sample due to their extremely fast cooling rate. However, the lateral ordering of these cylinders had been extended to the core region. With an increase in the cessation time, the lateral ordering of the PS nano-cylinders was further improved and finally resulted in hexagonal lateral packing along the flow direction in the mould. Furthermore, a mixture of parallel/perpendicular orientation of the cylinders relative to the flow direction was found, particularly when the cessation time was short (such as 3 s). We speculated that this specific perpendicular orientation was a transient state for development of a final parallel orientation aligned with the flow direction with increasing cessation time, accompanied by a further enhancement of the nano-cylindrical parallel orientation. This study could provide a better understanding of the shear and relaxation effects on the structural evolution of this class of thermoplastic elastomers, enhancing supramolecular ordered cylindrical orientation in the core region, and paving a way to tune the nano-structures of block copolymers via this new processing technique to achieve desired properties.